Get developers to add their features to our features list

Kick the community to add their features to [https://en.opensuse.org/openSUSE:Major_features](https://en.opensuse.org/openSUSE:Major_features)

Email the project and Factory mailing lists. Rinse, repeat! This is CRUCIAL to get features in, make that clear to people. Start early, sooner is better! Features not there are not guaranteed to be mentioned anywhere in our marketing - that would be a shame, wouldn't it?

Everybody is allowed to add features there. Please review for accuracy, too!

By the time we're at RC1, the list of features should be taking good shape, at RC2 it is time to start moving this to the final Features_13.1 (later renamed to Features) wiki page.

---

A final mail is send out asking for input for Major_features, told people we'd start making the page final next week. We will use the Major_features page for a brainstorm about top features for this release tomorrow.
#6 - 24/10/2013 03:10 pm - Anonymous
- Status changed from Closed to In Progress
- % Done changed from 100 to 90

(let's wait with closing until next week, then)

#7 - 25/10/2013 01:30 pm - lnussel
- Due date changed from 25/10/2013 to 28/10/2013

#8 - 28/10/2013 03:21 pm - Anonymous
- % Done changed from 90 to 100

moved major_features over to feature page, included some screenshots.

#9 - 29/10/2013 06:07 pm - Anonymous
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

All done (and what's not there - won't be talked about...)
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